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Introduction

My name is Nihal DOGAN. I 
come from Turkey. My university 
education was in Ankara the 
capital city of Turkey. My 
department in the University was 
the handicraft teacher 
department of the faculty of art 
and design. In that period, I have 
attended Ebru lessons. My 
favourite lesson was Ebru. 
Therefore I decided to present 
you about Ebru. 

Introduction



Ebru 
Turkish 
Marbling Art

 It is one of the 
most valuable of 
paper decorative 
arts. The density of 
water is increased 
with tragacanth or 
similar substances. 
Paints are 
sprinkled on the 
water. The paints 
are stirred with 
thin sticks. Finally, 
the shapes created 
on the water are 
transferred to 
paper.



History of Ebru

 There is no definite information about when Ebru 
was made for the first time. The oldest 
information about Ebru dates from the 15th 
century. According to the information, Ebru was 
born in Turkistan and came to Anatolia via the 
silk route.

 There are some antique books from the 8th or 
9th centuries which have Ebru on their end 
pages inside their covers, but this does not 
prove that these were original because they 
could have been added after publication.

 The oldest proven examples of Ebru date from 
1539.



The 
Materials: 
Paint
  In Turkish Ebru art, 

natural dyes that do 
not dissolve in water, 
do not contain acid 
and casein and are 
not affected by light, 
are used.



The materials: 
Tragacanth

 It is used to give consistency and stickiness to 
the water to be sprinkled with paint. It is a 
herbal material that keeps the paints floating 
on the surface of the water. Tragacanth is the 
secretion of a thorny plant growing in Anatolia, 
which solidifies when it comes into contact with 
air.



The Materials: Ox Gall

 In order for the dyes sprinkled on the tragacanth to float 
without sinking, bovine gall containing bile acids is added to 
the dyes with the help of a dropper.



The 
Materials: 
Paper
  Marblings made on 

durable, raw papers 
that absorb paint well 
are more beautiful.



The Materials: 
Marbling Tray

 The tray is the container in which Ebru is 
made. The rectangular tray should be 6 cm 
deep and the size of the tray must match the 
size of the paper to be used.



The 
Materials: 
Paint Brush
  Paint brushes are 

used to sprinkle the 
paints onto the tray. 
Traditional Turkish 
«Ebru» artists make 
their brushes by 
wrapping the bristles 
of the horse's tail 
onto rose branches.



The materials: Naphtha

 It is a substance that is used to open gaps on Ebru by means 
of a kind of oil called turpentine.



The Tools: Comb

 It is a tool used to shape patterns in 
marbling. It comes in various sizes.



The materials: 
Water

 The water used for the marbling process 
should be filtered drinking water with low lime 
levels. Boiled or distilled water can also be 
used. Rainwater was used in the past.



The Tools: 
bradawl

 It is a tool used to drip paint onto the tray, shape the paint or 
mix the tragacanth. It can be of various thicknesses.



The Tools: 
Drying 
Shelf

  These are wooden 
shelves used for 
drying marbling.



How to make Ebru?
To make marbling, first of all, water condensed with tragacanth 

is added to the tray and the desired consistency is achieved, 
then the liquid prepared in the tray is filtered through a muslin 
cloth.

In the next stage of marbling, natural plant based paints are 
crushed to a paste-like consistency, and this mixture is left to 
rest for 15 days by adding gall to the paint.

The next stage is to dilute the mixture and to pour the 
tragacanth water into the tray. 

Add the paint and then make the desired pattern on the surface. 
Lay the paper on the liquid surface to transfer the pattern.

Using both hands, carefully lift the paper onto a dry surface.



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

BATTAL 
(LARGE)
 EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

GEL-GİT
(COME AND GO) 

EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

ŞAL
(SHAWL) 

EBRU



EBRU VARIETIES:

BÜLBÜL YUVASI
(NIGHTINGALE'S NEST) 

EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

TARAKLI 
(SCALLOPED)

EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

ZEMIN 
(GROUND)

EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

HAFIF {TA’LIK}
(LIGHT)
EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

DALGALI
(WAVY)
EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

SERPME
(SPREADING) 

EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

KAPLAN GÖZÜ
(TIGER EYE)

EBRU



EBRU VARIETIES:

KUMLU (SANDY) 
AND 

KILÇIKLI (AWNED)
EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

ÇIFT
(DOUBLE)

EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

HATIP
(ORATOR)

EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

ÇIÇEKLI
(FLORAL)

EBRU



EBRU 
VARIETIES:

AKKASE
EBRU





Resources

 https://www.anadventurousworld.com/what-is-ebru/

 https://bitkiselforum.com/sifali-bitkiler/395/kitre/

 https://www.sanatmalzemeleri.com/karin-sigir-odu-90-ml

 https://www.artsanatsal.com.tr/koza-ebru-kagidi-35x50-samua-100-luk-pk

 https://www.sanatmalzemeleri.com/karin-paslanmaz-celik-ebru-teknesi-51x72-cm?tag=Ebru%20Teknesi

 https://www.pinterest.ru/pin/505880970619230719/

 https://www.rumikunst.com/product/neft-turpentine

 https://www.hobidunya.com/etkinlik-malzemeleri/el-sanatlari/ebru-malzemeleri/ebru-taragi.html

 https://www.barker.com.tr/urunler/artdeco-ebru-biz-takimi-6li-set-y-015-biz6

 https://imagensemoldes.com.br/foto-gota-png/amp/

 https://ebrusanat2016.wordpress.com/2016/01/17/ebru-sanati-malzemeleri/

 https://miro.medium.com/max/600/0*ukXMbNVITo83dTWW.jpg

 https://i.ytimg.com/vi/2mnCtoAAl-U/maxresdefault.jpg

 https://i.ytimg.com/vi/fuLRH-xDqm0/maxresdefault.jpg

 https://www.zingat.com/blog/ebru-sanati-ile-evinizi-renklendirin/

 http://marblingebru.com/urun/marbled-paper-35cmx50cm-zemin-ebru/

 https://www.neoldu.com/ebru-sanati-5525h.htm

 http://ebruhanem.blogspot.com/2016/02/kumlu-ebru.html

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=238&v=40bCsMStnAA&feature=emb_logo

 http://ebri.com.tr



THANK YOU
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